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LISTEN LIVE
The buzz: “A survey of 12,000 adults across 8 nations showed
that…‘70% are receptive to using toilet sensors, prescription
bottle sensors or swallowed health monitors” (D.M. West).
The Healthcare industry has long been at the forefront of
adoption of innovative technology and the Internet of Things
(IoT). Why? Integrating IoT medical devices has improved the
quality and effectiveness of Healthcare service, especially for
the elderly, chronic conditions, patients requiring constant
supervision. The experts speak. Dr. Peter Killcommons,
Medweb: “The real cure for what ails our health care syste
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Featured Guests
Dr. Peter Killcommons
Dr. Peter Killcommons serves as the founder and CEO of Medweb, a San Franciscobased medical imaging company that he founded in 1992. Early in his career, Dr.
Killcommons worked toward his goal of linking Imaging Centers and hospitals
through Internet technologies. In 1994, Dr. Killcommons received a grant from Pacific
Bell for this purpose. The San Francisco Chronicle subsequently featured the
entrepreneur in its business section. Today, Dr. Killcommons and Medweb offer a suite
of technologies around Virtual Healthcare solutions, integrating the latest offerings in
Cloud architectures, Medical informatics and IOT. Medweb has implemented large
scale Virtual consultation suites using mobil
Read more

Dr. Mohammed Mardini
Dr. Mohammed Mardini graduated from Windsor University, completing his clinical
rotations at Northwestern Medical Center, Mount Sinai Hospital and other top medical
institutions. He is currently working as a Data Scientist at Medweb, a Telemedicine
company in collaboration with elite medical centers such as UCSF and global
partners. Previously, he worked as a research scientist at Prosetta Biosciences,
conducting advanced research on ALS and Parkinson-like diseases. In addition to his
medical and research background, Dr. Mardini is also a co-founder of a technology
driven startup, and has founded several other startup businesses. He aims to seek
pediatric residency in 2018.
Read more

Adam Mardini
Adam Mardini is a chief architect with Customer Innovation and Enterprise Platform.
He has 30 years of technical and business experience, including managing his own
consulting business for 11 years. Adam’s educational background is Computer
Science and Computer Engineering with a minor in math. He has been with SAP for 12
years starting with the Office of the CEO, and working with our customers on HANA
innovation for over 7 years.
Read more
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